First Chance to Gauge Ability of Team.

The basketball season starts today when the team will play Boston College. As of now, the chances are slim that the team will turn out to support their team and it is expected that a large number of Tech men will turn out to support their representatives.

Considerable interest attaches to the game as it is the first opportunity to set a line on the ability of this year's team. A good many of last year's fain-the-face team are back and there is much speculation as to whether the team will show the same form as last year. Many good men have come up and on the other hand there are some who are listed as questionable. The season opens tomorrow and it will be the first opportunity for the men to gauge the team in action.

The game has improved or not. Many good men have showed up but on the other hand there are some who are listed as questionable. The season opens tomorrow and it will be the first opportunity for the men to gauge the team in action. The game will be of considerable interest. Many other teams will be at the Institute and there will be the opportunity to send representatives. The game will be started at 3 o'clock.

The length of the Tech team is uncertain and it is not certain that Tech will be able to put up a good showing.
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TECH SHOW TO VISIT SMITH COLLEGE.


An announcement was made at the Tech Show Dinner Saturday night that the Tech Show Dinner was to be held on Monday, March 24th in place of Providence as was expected. This announcement by Manager Dewey was made in a humorous and humorous tone, and was the occasion for many expressions of applause. It was a surprise to many to announce that Providence was to be skipped; and that instead of Providence as expected, the Tech Show Dinner was to be held.

The dinner was a great success and there were a few interesting events on the program. The program of events which were planned during the winter was much shorter than usual, and many of those who were expected to take part were not able to come.

The program was successful and interesting and it was a great success for all that. The dinner was a great success and there were many interesting events on the program. The program of events which were planned during the winter was much shorter than usual, and many of those who were expected to take part were not able to come.
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The dinner was a great success and there were many interesting events on the program. The program of events which were planned during the winter was much shorter than usual, and many of those who were expected to take part were not able to come.

Many interested people attended the dinner. Among them were Mr. L. S. Southwick, Mr. W. R. Blachstein, Mr. W. J. Kellogg, Mr. A. A. Crocker, Mr. W. J. Kelley, Mr. W. H. Lamibirth, Mr. A. W. Rowe, and Mr. W. S. Emerson. Coach James, who is a member of the Young Men's Christian Union, was present, and was the occasion for much discussion and feelings. It was a great success and there were many interesting events on the program. The program of events which were planned during the winter was much shorter than usual, and many of those who were expected to take part were not able to come.
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